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Latest cu ts
may taiget
Poly faculty
The current budget proposal
by Gov. Schwarzenegger will
equate a $9.3 million budget
shortfall for the university
Leah Mori
MUSTANG DAILY

BRIAN KENT AND KATIE ZEALER MUSTANG DAILY

This year’s referendum is asking for additionai funding for the athietics department and the Heaith Center. Totai cost: $120.
REFEREN D U M

Sean Martin
MUSTANG DAILY

Students
to vote
on fee
increases
If both measures pass,
tuition will be raised $120;
funds will benefit Health
Center, athletics department

Health Center
offers alcohol
screening
Carrie McGourty
MUSTANG DAILY

Cal Poly is asking students for
more money ... again.
Increased funding for the
Health C en ter and athletics
department are being requested in
this year’s student fee referendum,
the second such vote in three
years. Voting will take place April
14 and 15.
T his year’s referendum have
seen greater opposition than the
2002 college-based fee increase.
T he majority o f the debate spurs
from the ASl athletic scholarship
fee referendum, which would raise
that fee and tuition by $20 in tall
and another $5 each quarter until
it reaches $.50 in spring 2005.

see Screening, page 2

Most Cal Poly students would
n’t jum p o ff a bridge if their
friends were doing it. But would
they drink more if they thought
their peers drank more? As part o f
their senior project, 16 business
students endeavor to answer this
question.
T h e group will determine,
through several hundred surveys,
the drinking habits o f Cal Poly
students. They are nearly certain
that students will assume the alco
hol consumption o f their peers to
be much higher than it actually is.
“ It has been proven at campus
es across the nation that college
students grossly overestimate how
much
the
average
student
drinks,’’ business senior Lindsey
Edwards said.

Take me out to the ball game
C al P oly op en s c o n fe re n c e play
IN SPO RTS, page 16

Freedom o f expression
A rtist takes stand against Bush foreig n p o licy
IN ARTS & C U L T U R E , page 9

Of 1 4 0 students

ERIC BATTIATO MUSTANG DAILY

Tuition would rise $120 for
2 0 0 4 -0 5 if both referendums pass.
W hen a similar vote to increase
college-based fees took place in
2002, the measures overwhelm
ingly passed. Those fees returned

Drinking habits of
students anaiyzed
MUSTANG DAILY

Do you feel well informed to
vote on the referendum?

source : random survey on cam pus

ST U D Y

Ashlee Bodenhamer

The Cal I\)ly Health Center is
endorsing
National
Alcohol
Screening Day on campus fixMii 10
a.m. to 2 p.m. today to help students
recognize and treat alcohol abuse.
Nationally, nearly 1,4(K) student
deaths result from alcohol-related
incidents each year. Helping students
recognize and treat alcohol abuse
remains an imminent responsibility
for the Health Center, said Bob
Negranti, projects coordinator for
the Health Center.
“Even if they don’t perceive it to
be a problem, it’s an outlet for them
to get information,’’ doctoral intern
for Health and Counseling Services
Dan Fuselier said. “ It’s rare for
today’s culture that someone hasn’t
been impacted by substance abuse.’’
The event, which is recognized

Do you know about the fee
referendum?

T he project stems from a
socialriiorms marketing principle,
which maintains that consumers
(or students) behave based on
what they perceive the norm to
be. Therefore, if the belief among
students is that their classmates
consume, say, seven drinks per
week, as Edwards and business
senior Lei-Lani Keelan think is
the common perception, they will
drink more than they are natural
ly inclined to.
“If we send out the message o f
‘Guess what? You think the aver
age Cal Poly student drinks this
much, but really it's a lot lower.’...
it’s going to influence behavior,’’
Keelan said.
O nce the group has compiled
the statistics, they will draft a mar
keting campaign that mainly tarsee A lcohol, page 2

to each student’s respective college
to help pay faculty, classes and
equipment. It is a different story
this time around.
T h e fee, w hich is currently
see Referendum , page 3

California’s latest proposed budget
cuts will have a negative impact on
staffing at Cal Poly, as well as other
California state universities.
Cal Poly Vice President for
Administration and Finance Larry
Kelley and Interim Provost Robert
D e tw e ile r
discussed the
u n iv e r s ity s
budget short
fall as well as staffing cuts in a meet
ing Tuesday afternoon.
With the current budget pniposal
laid out by California legislators and
Cov. Arnold Schwarzenegger, C^al
Poly will have a budget shortfall for
the ne.xt fiscal year o f $9.3 million.
Due to the large deficit, the uni
versity plans to cut approximately 6
percent in the university’s instruc
tional and fund-raising units and at
least 7 percent in operating divi
sions, Kelley said in a press release.
About S( ) percent o f the universi
ty’s operating budget is spent on peosee Budget, page 2

I eticouraj^c them to challaij^c me ... / think it is
extremely healthy and American to open np dialoq^ne.^^
—

ANGEL A BAY B U C H A N A N
trad itio n al co n serv ativ e

Buchanan joins campus
conservative lecture series
Dan Watson
MUSTANG DAILY

Cars aren’t without wheels, zoos
aren’t without animals and Angela
Bay Buchanan isn’t w ithout an
opinion.
Buchanan expressed passion in a
number o f opinions Tuesday night
when her racy lecture in the
Business Silo auditorium ended in
a fervent call to students encourag
ing debate in order to build leader
ship.
It was one o f many things the
President o f the American Cause,
an educational foundation dedicat
KATIE ZEALER MUSTANG DAILY ed to advancing traditional conser
Angela Bay Buchanan was invit vative issues, and sister o f Pat
ed by the College Republicans
Buchanan had to say in a continuto speak on campus.
see B uchanan, page 2
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Budget

If the number o f incoming stu
dents was not reduced, many others
continueoTrom
rom ipage 1
would not be able to acquire classes
pie (faculty and statTpositions), which they need for graduation.
Because o f the budget. Cal Poly
includes salaries, benefits and com
pensation, he said during the meet has turned away many well-qualified
students, he said.
ing.
The goal o f the university will be
Cal Poly will be eliminating the
equivalent o f 62 full-time staffing to build enrollment back up over
positions and 47 full-time faculty time, tci total approximately 22,()()0
students.
positions.
As far as continuing students are
Despite the 109 positions that will
concerned,
Detweiler said he believes
be cut, there will be no reduction in
full-time, tenure-track faculty posi they will “be in pretty good shape.”
The university will keep its prior
tions, Detweiler said.
ity
on instruction and will “try hard
The university has had a hiring
freeze for non-critical positions since to keep a good class schedule,”
2001, when the state’s economy Detweiler said.
What may affect continuing stu
began to affect the state budget. The
dents the most is the governor’s pro
freeze will remain in effect.
Faculty members were notified posed fee increases. Undergraduate
about jo b termination as o f July 1. fees may increase 10 percent, gradu
Staff members have been notified as ate fees 40 percent and non-resident
well. Part-time faculty positions are tuition 20 percent.
Reducing summer quarter will
based per academic year, and they
have not been notified if they will help Cal Poly recover appmximately
$1 million and will “allow (Cal Poly)
return in the fall.
In addition to the faculty and staff to stabilize during the school year,”
cuts, the number o f students accepted Detweiler said.’
As the state’s budget is not finalized
into the university for fall 2004 has
yet, there may still be hope for the
been reduced by 850.
This will put Cal Poly’s estimated C SU system.
“We hope the 2(M)4-05 budget as
enmllment for full-time equivalent
students at 16,218 in the fall, which is they have it right now is the bottom,”
Kelley said.
a 5 percent enmllment reduction.
Financial aid has not seemed to be
Cal Poly’s enrollment has not
been that low since 1992-93, affected by the cuts, as more than $65
million will be given for financial aid,
1)etweiler said.
Although 1)etweiler is frustrated by which is both need-based and schol
arships. The amount o f aid given
the setback, he said it is for the best.
“The impact on students here should increase 20 percent next year,
would be devastating,” 1)etweiler said. Kelley said.

Buchanan
continued from page 1

ation o f the conservative lecture
series put on by the Cal Poly
College Republicans.
Buchanan has also served as
campaign chairman for her broth
er’s presidential campaigns, is a reg
ular political analyst for C N N ’s
“ Inside Politics” and has c o 
anchored “ Equal T im e” on C N B C
and M SN B C .
Some o f the topics Buchanan
was critical on included feminism,
presidential candidate John Kerry,
prt)-choice and homosexual mar
riages.
“She did a great jo b o f address
ing a number o f tough subjects,”
C ollege
R epublican
president

Steve Hinkle said. “She articulated
the questions very well.”
Buchanan was especially critical
o f Kerry.
“ H e’s so unhappy a man,”
Buchanan said. “ He doesn’t laugh.”
Some audience members chuck
led at the com m ent, while some
didn’t.
“You may not believe in what
she says, but you can’t fault the lady
for what she believes,” attendee
Dwayne Burbach said.
Buchanan continued her c ri
tique o f Kerry, condemning his
“hate for the opposition” and co n 
trasting Kerry’s lack o f personality
with ex-presidential candidate John
Edward’s popular image.
Later she stated that Bush “must
be thanking his lucky star” that

Screening
continued from page 1

nationwide by communities and
campuses, seeks to reduce highrisk drinking and to change atti
tudes and the cultural norms that
encourage them, Negranti said.
Students will be distributing
information and self-tests at a
booth in the University Union
and the Health Center will offer
free and confidential counseling
to determine test results through
out the day.
According to a drinking study
released by the National Institute
on Alcohol Abuse and Alcoholism
Task Force on College Drinking,
about 25 percent o f college stu
dents report academic conse
quences o f their drinking includ

Alcohol

continued from page 1

gets freshmen and students living in
residence halls.
“Our product is, basically, factual
information,” Keelan said.
T he project, which will take
several years to implement and will
be continued by future seniors, is
sponsored by Coors. Edwards and
Keelan
were
hesitant
about
divulging their source o f funding
because representatives o f the beer
company do not want C o o rs’
name attached to the project, they
said.
C'oors’ intentions are not to sell
more beers, Keelan said.
Edwards was not chosen for the
democratic presidential nom ina
tion.
Buchanan got more controver
sial as she progressed with her
viewpoints.
“ I travel to many campuses and
at some o f them there’s some
antagonism, some confrontation,”
she said. “But generally, I encour
age a debate. I encourage them to
challenge me and their fellow col
leagues. I think it is extremely
healthy and American to open up
dialogue.”
Buchanan moved on from Kerry
to her opinion on the negative
aspects o f the feminist movement,
prim arily p ro -ch o ice abortion
rights.
Buchanan emphasized her belief

ing missing class, filling behind,
doing poorly on exams or papers
and receiving lower grades over
all.
“Our goal is to help students
make progress to their acade
mics,” Fuselier said. “We want to
make sure that alcohol isn’t
impeding on them.”
Screenings are free and will be
held confidentially with one o f
the seven counselors available on
campus.
More than 4,5(K) free, confi
dential screenings will be held
across America during NASD.
T he event is sponsored by
Screening for Mental Health and
several partners.
For
more
information.
Counseling Services call .7562511.
“They don’t care about the P R ,”
she said. “They’re trying to sell
responsible drinking.”
In the same way M cD onald’s
executives don’t want their cus
tomers dying o f Big Mac-induced
heart attacks, and have launched
low -fat menu choices, C oors
“doesn’t want people dying from
alcohol-related deaths,” Keelan
said. “ In the long run it would
help beer companies if there were
less D UIs, less drunk in publics,
less injuries due to alcohol,” she
said.
T he students are also working
on generating funds through
grants and donations. They have
already garnered the support o f
that abortion has two victims, the
child and the woman.
“ It’s not som ething you can
wake up and change your mind,”
Buchanan said on the affects that
abortions can have on women who
regret them later on in life.
Breast cancer was a danger, she
cited, resulting from abortion.
During the question-and-answer
portion, Buchanan was asked about
subjects ranging from Islamic
extremists to her opposition o f free
trade and belief in the benefits o f
protectionalism.
“We believe in decent wages,”
said Buchanan about protecting
Am erican jo b s
and avoiding
exploitation. “Tariffs equalize it.”
Buchanan jum ped from e co 
nomics to what sparked the most

Surfer killed in
shark attack
KAHANA, Hawaii (AP) — A
surfer was killed Wednesday morn
ing in a shark attack o ff Maui, the
first confirmed fatal attack in Hawaii
in nearly 12 years, police said.
Willis M clnnis, 57, o f Kahana was
attacked about 300 yards off Kahana
beach on Maui’s western shoreline
and was helped out o f the water, but
died at the beach despite efforts by
bystanders, police and paramedics,
authorities said.
M clnnis suffered serious injuries
to his leg that were consistent with
a shark bite and had severe blood
loss, police Capt. Charles Hirata
said.
local television station KSBY, who
is com m itted to m atching the
amount the group spends on pub
lic service announcements, Keelan
said.
“We’re hoping that whoever we
deal with will either sponsor us, or
cut us a break, because what we’re
trying to do is for the good o f the
public,” Keelan said.
T he group wants to avoid giving
the campaign an anti-alcohol spin.
“We’re not trying to wag our
finger at you and tell you not to
drink ... because then a lot o f us
would be hypocrites,” Keelan said.
“All we want to do is presetu cor
rect information, and have that
influence your behavior,” she said.
opposition in the lecture, the topic
o f homosexual marriages and gov
ernment.
Buchanan expressed her belief
that gay marriages are wrong.
Though she believed that people
have the choice to do what they
want, she stated that they shouldn’t
try to change the intrinsic defini
tion o f the word “marriage” as
defined by the government.
O ne o f the audience members
yelled,“Please respect the speaker!”
as members o f the audience began
to quarrel and responded toward
her negatively.
But Buchanan continued on like
all she could her was applause.
Fitting for the heart o f her mes
sage: encouraging debate to build
leadership.
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Referendum
continued from page 1

$ 4 .1 3 , goes directly to athletic
scholarships. With students footing
more o f the bill, program-generat
ed money, such as revenue from
ticket sales, fund-raisers and the
state, could be reallocated to other
areas o f the department such as the
cheerleaders, pep band and general
operating costs.
In the future, the passing o f the
referendum would allow the depart
ment to get closer to offering the
maximum number o f scholarships
under NCAA rules; Cal Poly is cur
rently .58 grants short o f that num
ber.
I f the referendum fails, the
department will most likely have to
cut some o f its sports offerings
because another 8 percent to 10
percent o f the department s budget
will be cut next year.
“ In the short term, (the referen
dum) would allow us to survive,”
interim athletics director Alison
C one said. “ In the long term, it
would allow us to be more com 
petitive and stay on par with our
conference opponents who have
passed similar measures.”
Five o f Cal Poly’s Big West
C onference opponents — U C
Santa Barbara, Cal State Fullerton,
Long Beach State, U C Irvine and
U C Riverside — have recently
passed
similar
referenda.
Conversely,
students
at
San
Francisco State, a Division II com 
muter school, voted against raising
their fees to support athletics.
Though the athletic department
is recjuesting more money, some

to be seen, except in an em er
gency, without an appointment,
and those appointments will he
— A L IS O N C O N E harder to com e by. Some services
would also be cut, said Martin
in te rim a th le tics d ire cto r
Bragg, d irector o f Health and
Angeles Tim es article last month, C'ounseling Services.
about its lack o f diversity on cam
“ (C utting services) is not a
pus, W hitt said.
pleasant thought,” Bragg said. “ We
A thletic scholarships actually like the way we operate. (If the ref
increase diversity because they pro erendum doesn’t pass) there will
vide an education to student ath have to be a dramatic change in
letes who may not otherwise be how we do business.”
able to afford tuition, said Assistant
Students who favor the Health
V ice Provost for Systems and Services fee said they did so
R esou rce
M anagem ent
Kimi because the Health C enter pro
Ikeda.
vides vital health care to all stu
Student life is actually enhanced dents, whereas the fee for athletic
by athletics. C one said.
scholarships is seen by opponents as
“ We are a real university,” she only benefiting athletes.
said. “ People live, thrive and grow
Students have expressed dissatis
here, and athletics is a big part o f faction not only with the referen
that process.”
da, but the process by which stu
Athletics can also enhance Cal dents were informed o f them.
Poly’s reputation by garnering
T he timing o f the referendum’s
national attention for the universi announcement and release o f the
ty, said Heather M cGinnis, a mem informational statements, as well as
ber o f the wom en’s g olf team and their con ten t, have also drawn
president o f Block P, the student- complaints from the student body.
athlete advisory committee.
T he announcement o f the vote
W hitt said his group’s stance was made during dead week o f
against the student fee referendum winter quarter. Som e students s.ay
is not an attack on athletics but they were too focused on finals to
rather on increasing fees for one take time to educate themselves on
department while others are forced the upcoming vote.
to take cuts. He would welcome
Also, spring break fell in the mid
funding for athletics at a more dle o f the time between the vote’s
announcem ent, hampering stu
opportune time, he said.
T he Health Services fee, which dent’s ability to debate the issues.
T he timetable for informing the
would raise tuition by $15 a quar
ter, has drawn much less fire. Its students was set by the C^unpus Fee
passage would allow the Health Advisory C'ommittee, a board dom
C enter to continue doing business inated by students. T he announce
as usual in 2 0 0 4 -0 5 . If the fee does ment was made one month, exclud
not pass, students will not be able ing campu!? holidays, before the first

scheduled April 14 vote, a standard
with previous elections.
ASl president Alison Anderson,
also a member o f CTAC', favors the
tim ing o f the announcem ent.
Allowing students to find out so
soon before they are scheduled to
vote leaves the topic fresh in stu
dents’ minds, she said.
Also, CFAC did n o t'w an t the
voting to coincide with voting for
ASl elections because they did not
want it to he a campaign issue,
Anderson said.
T h e inform ational statements
have left some students dissatisfied,
saying they are misleading.
For example, the objective state
ment for the ASl athletic scholar
ship fee does not mention the
$46.20 students also pay toward
athletics under the instructionallyrelated fee.
This fee w'as not included in the
objective statement because it is a
separate fee not related to the ref
erendum. T he jo b o f the objective
statement is to only address what is
being voted on, Ikeda said.
Also, some students have voiced
concern over the quality o f pro
statements, compared to their
counterparts, because o f the admin
istration’s help. Ikeda said she was
available to students writing state
ments from either side o f the fence.
T he con statements posted on C'al
Poly’s Web site were the only two
the administration received.
The entire voting process will be
reviewed after the fact, just as is done
after each election, Anderson said.
Until then, each department’s
future depends on the decision o f
the students.

IVe are a real university. People live, thrive ami
grou> here, and athletics is a hiir part o f that process. ’ ’

students feel doing so in a time
when faculty is being fired and
fewer classes are being offered is
not appropriate.
“ R ight now everyone is feeling
the same pain from the budget
cuts,” said Progressive Student
Alliance, which stands in opposi
tion o f the referendum, co-director
Clayton W hitt. “T he line has to be
drawn somewhere (on fee increas
es). Maybe we could do this in bet
ter times but not right now.”
C one said the timing o f the ref
erendum was out o f her hands, say
ing “you cannot decide when you
hit a critical time in funding.”
She followed that by saying stu
dents would not be paying more, at
least proportionately, if the referen
dum passed. T hey would once
again be funding 50 percent o f
scholarships, which they did in
1986 when the athletic scholarship
fee was first implemented.
Regardless o f proportions, the
referendum would still raise the
amount o f money students pay each
quarter, which raises several issues.
Higher tuition goes against the
California State University’s mis
sion o f providing affordable educa
tion. This afi'ects the accessibility to
education, especially to minorities,
who are disproportionately affected
by a rise in costs. Such a situation
would exacerbate an already-exist
ing problem at C'al Poly, which has
gained notoriety, including an Los
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State Briefs

National Brief

SAN R A FA EL — Marin County officials will be
using decoys to catch bartenders and liquor store
operators who sell alcohol to m inors.
('ounty officials, concerned that past strategies to slow
alcohol use by minors have fiillen short, on Tuesday
announced a tougher plan that calls for conducting stings
against bars and liquor stores.
Health officials also will try to enlist the help o f young
sters in appealing to local city councils to amend their zon
ing laws to prevent new alcohol outlets from opening.
The steps are part o f a five-year plan announced Tuesday
to curb the abuse o f alcohol and drugs in the county.

H O USTO N — The wife o f form er Enron Corp.
finance chief Andrew Fastow withdrew a plea agree
m ent Wednesday after a federal judge balked at a
sentencing deal that would have sent her to prison for five
months and confined her at home for another five months.
The proposed sentence for Lea Fastow was part o f a larg
er plea deal involving her husband’s criminal case, although
prosecutors insisted her decision won’t affect his plea and
cooperation agreement under which he faces up to 10 years
in prison on two counts o f conspiracy.
• • •
SALT LAKE C IT Y — A woman charged with m ur
der for allegedly delaying a Caesarean section that could
have saved one o f her twins pleaded guilty Wednesday
to child endangerment in a deal with prosecutors.
Prosecutors said they will ask for no more than five years in
prison for Melissa Ann Rowland, 28. They said they dropped
the murder charge based on her “mental health history.”

• • •

MARYSVILLE — Peach growers in Sutter and
Yuba counties are hoping the U.S. D epartm ent o f
Agriculture will pay for a feasibility study on bring
ing a new peach-processing facility to the area.
Three o f the area’s processing plants have closed down
since 2000, leaving growers struggling to find homes for
their peaches.
“It will make this region less dependent on someone else
to process our peaches,” Tim Johnson, executive director
o f the Yuba-Sutter Economic Development Corp., said o f
a new facility.
Last year, growers had a glut o f 78,000 tons o f peaches
and uprooted trees and dropped green fruit to the ground
to eliminate another 50,000 tons o f peaches as the indus
try' tried to expand its markets.

• • •

SANTA BA R BA RA — The county m ight have to
pay the $400,000 cost o f an upcom ing study on a
Santa Barbara County split.
The cost wasn’t unexpected and the state is gearing up
to loan the county the money, but the amount didn’t
appear until the latest revision o f the governor’s budget.
The split proposal, which must first be studied by a fivemember commission, likely will be up for voter approval in
the March 2006 election.
A new Mission County in the north is proposed by pro
ponents who argue the south coast is too far removed from
the north — geographically, philosophically, politically and
culturally. Opponents o f the split said it would cause a
severe financial strain.
—

World Briefs

•

•

•

W ASHINGTON — An audiotape from ashadowy
terrorist linked to al Qaeda is “ probably authentic,”
marking the first time Abu Musab al-Zarqawi has made a
taped public statement, a CIA official said Wednesday.
T he
33-m inute audiotape, calling for Iraq’s
Sunni
Muslims to fight Shiites and claiming responsibility for
high-profile attacks there, appeared Tuesday on a Web site
kriO’NVn for distributing militant Islamic messages.The speak
er introduced himself as al-Zarqawi, a Jordanian believed to
be running a terrorist network that stretches from Europe to
Central Asia.
•

•

•

NEW YORK — Thirteen same-sex couples sued the
state of New York on Wednesday, seeking to have the state
law that denies gay and lesbian couples the right to marry
declamd unconstitutional.
Plaintiffi include state As.sembly member Daniel O ’Donnell
and his partner o f 23 years, John Banta. The NYCLU, the
American Civil Liberties Union and a private law firm are repmsenting the plaintiffs.
The lawsuit chaises that state health regulations defining
marriage a.s being only'between a man and a woman violatt*s
the state constitution’s equal protection, privacy and due procc^ss
previsions.

Associated Press

—

FALLUJAH, Iraq — U.S. Marines in the third day
o f a battle to pacify this Sunni Muslim city fired a
rocket and dropped a 500-pound, laser-guided
bom b on a mosque com pound Wednesday, and wit
nesses said as many as 40 people were killed. Shiiteinspired violence spread to key cities in Iraq.
T he fighting in Fallujah and neighboring Ramadi has
killed 15 Marines since Monday and was part o f an inten
sified uprising involving both Sunni and Shiites that now
stretched from Kirkuk in the north to the far south.
Marines waged ?six-hour battle around the mosque with
the militants holed up inside before a Cobra helicopter fired
a Hellfire missile at the base o f its minaret, and an F-16
dropped the bomb, said Marine Lt. Col. Brennan Byrne.

• • •

PIEDRAS NEGRAS, M exico — Skies once filled
with threatening clouds cleared and the cleanup o f
the destruction caused by flooding that killed 34 peo
ple got under way in this town on the U.S. border.
Even as hundreds began picking up the pieces o f their
damaged homes and water-logged belongings, many o f
their neighbors were burying loved ones.
Bulldozers rumbled through the streets, and soldiers and
city employees tossed debris into garbage trucks, doing
their best to pick through the rubble o f toppled cars,
demolished buildings and smashed furniture.
Torrential rain beginning Sunday night caused the
Escondido River to overflow, triggering flash flooding that
damaged 600 hcmies, destroyed 150 others and left 2,0(M)
people in makeshift shelters.

• • •

HAM BURG, Germany — The only person con
victed in the Sept. 11, 2001 attacks was freed by a
court Wednesday, pending the outcome o f his retrial on
charges o f aiding the Hamburg al Qaeda cell that includ
ed three o f the suicide pilots.
Mounir el Motassadeq, 30, smiled broadly as he left the
Hamburg prison where he had been held since November
2001. He walked past reporters without comment before
his friends and lawyer whisked him away in a car to an
unknown location.
Lawyer Jo sef Graessle-Muenscher said el Motassadeq
was returning to his wife and two children in Hamburg.

Associated Press

—
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C SU C hico d e n ie s
c a m p u s p o iic y
C H IC O , Calif. — After a stu
dent-driven com m ittee took more
than a year to prepare it, members
o f the California State University,
C h ico Academic Senate took only
an hour to shred a proposed cam
pus policy on academic integrity.
T h e proposal was the result o f a
student-led effort to do som e
thing to stem the flood o f cheat
ing and plagiarism that has swept
the campus.
“T h e students came to us say
ing, ‘T h e quality o f our degrees is
being degraded, and we know
they are being degraded because
we have observed a system o f
cheating in our classes, and the
faculty is doing nothing,’” said
Scott M cN all, provost and univer
sity vice president for Academic
Affairs.
But members o f the Academic
Senate Tuesday took issue with

some o f the proposal’s stipulations,
especially its definition o f cheat
ing: “using or attempting to use
unauthorized study aids, inform a
tion or materials in any academic
exercise. This also includes either
helping or attem pting to help
another person cheat.”
M em ber Marc Siegall, a profes
sor in management, asked if one o f
his students created a set o f flash
cards, would those be an “ unau
thorized” study aid?
Another professor criticized the
proposal because it included no
mechanism for students to turn in
cheaters they discover.
T he proposal was handed back
to the com m ittee, which is com 
prised o f both students and facul
ty. For the past year the panel has
studied how other schools pro
mote academic honesty on their
campuses.

M U RD hK

Student chaiged
with murder of batw
4

California State University,
Chico student charged with
murder and felony assault of
newborn baby
O R O V IL L E , C alif. (AF) — A
20-y ear-o ld college student has
been charged with murder in
connection to the death o f her
newborn baby, prosecutors said.
Autopsy results indicate the
newborn son o f the California
State University, C h ico sopho
m ore was strangled minutes after
birth, said Butte C ounty D istrict
Attorney M ike Ramsey.
Gina R o se Grinsell appeared
in Butte C ounty Superior C ourt
Tuesday. She was charged with
murder in the death o f the baby
and felony assault on a child

causing death.
Evidence
indicates
that
Grinsell hid her pregnancy from
her family and friends, Ramsey
said, and an autopsy shows that
Grinsell gave birth Thursday to a
full-term , healthy baby boy in
her room at the Kappa Sigma
Delta sorority house in C hico.
Grinsell, who cried during the
hearing, allegedly strangled the
infant and placed him inside a
can wrapped in a plastic shopping
bag. T h e body was subsequently
found by a sorority sister,
Ram sey said.
C h ico defense attorney Dennis
Latimer was retained to help rep
resent Grinsell. He said the stu
dent was “very sad and em otion
ally upset.”

Latimer said he doesn’t believe
Grinsell was aware o f a state law
that allows m others to leave
new borns at a local hospital
w ith o u t questions or fear o f
prosecution.
Ram sey said authorities were
given a first name o f the baby’s
father and that additional investi
gation was under way to try to
determ ine w hether “ he even was
aware o f this pregnancy.”
Grinsell allegedly gave birth to
the baby while a sorority func
tion attended by 30 to 40 people
went on downstairs, Ram sey said.
Grinsell remains in custody on
$1 m illion dollars bail. She is
scheduled to return to court
April 12. She did not enter a
plea.
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Democrats block
malpractice bill
W A S H IN C T O N
(AP)
—
Senate Kepublieans lost a third
attempt to eiirb medieal nialpraetiee lawsuits Wednesday but said
they will keep foreing votes on an
issue they blame for rising health
eare costs.
C')n a 4^>-4S vote,
leaders
fell 1 1 votes short o f the PO needed
to force the Senate to consider
their bill to cap pam-and-suffering
damages that juries can award in
malpractice suits against obstetri
cians and emergency room doctors.
Majority Leader Hill Frist, K Feim., says the (iO P won't give up
on getting medical malpractice leg
islation wanted by physicians and
insurance companies through the
Senate this election year.
“ We are going to keep bringing
this issue Isack because the crisis is
getting worse,” he said.
Republicans say their measure
could help reduce unnecessary
lawsuits and higher malpractice
premiums that make it harder for
doctors to practice. They tried last
year and again earlier this year to
force votes on similar measures Init
failed.
I )emocrats accuse Repulilicans
o f pkiyiiig up to their donors in the
medical and insurance lobbies and
say that limiting damages is unfair
to injured patients and their taniilies.
“ I’ve never seen such special-

interest legislation,” said Sen.
Patrick l.eahy, 1)-Vt. “ Instead o f
going about doing the people’s
business, w'e seem to be going
abotit the political action com m it
tees’ business, and that’s why, o f
course, nothing is getting done.”
file
American
Medical
Association and the American
Insurers Association, longtim e
('lO P allies, say frivolotis lawsuits
drive up insurance premiums for
doctors. In several states, obstetri
cians have blamed higher insttrance
bills for forcing them to stop deliv
ering babies.
The Association o f'Irial Lawyers
o f Am erica, allied
to many
Dem ocrats, say insurers' poor
returns on investments are more
responsible for premium increases.
The group also argues that stateimposed caps on damages do not
lead to drops in premiums.
A group opposing the bill filed a
complaint against Frist, a heart sur
geon, for participating in the
debate since his family founded the
HC"A hospital chain and its sub
sidiary malpractice insurer, Flealth
Clare Indemnity.
The legislation “would directly
benefit his family’s hospital chain
and
insurance
company
and
increase his personal fortune,” the
Foundation for Taxpayer and
Consumer Rights said in a letter to
the Senate Ethics Cloinmitte.

Energy Departm ent
requires law change
for nuclear cleanup
W ASHINC.TON (AH) — Fhe
EnergN I )epartnient is threatening
to w ithhold
million that was to
p.iy for disposal o f some o f the most
dangerous radioactive waste from
Cold VC’ar bomb-making. First, it
says. Congress and state orticials iniist
accept a cleanup plan already reject
ed in court.
The issue has pitted a half dozen
states against the Hush administra
tion — raising concern that stiiiie o f
the millions o f gallons o f highly
radioactive waste that are supposed
to be solidified and buried by the
government m.iy, in tact, remain in
place.
“ I will not allow DOF. to hold
this work hostage, or to hold this
budget hostage,” Sen. Larry Craig,
R -ld aho, told the head o f the
Energy Department cleanup etFort
at a recent hearing.
On Ckipitol Hill and in the states
facing the cleanup task, critics are
accusing the department o f trying to
ftirce states to accept less stringent
cleanup standards to save money and
■finish the jo b more quickly. The
department argues that some o f the
waste has a low enough level o f
radioactivity that it can be covered
with cement ground and left in
place.
Last year a federal judge in Idaho
said that the Energy Department’s
plan to reclassify some o f the waste
in the tanks as “low level” and not
remove it for burial violated the law.

1 le said Camgress specifically said all
the w,iste, the bypmduct o f plutoni
um production during the C'.old
War, has to be treated as “high-level”
waste and must Ise buried in a cen
tral facility, pmbably the planned site
at Yucca Mountain in Nevada.
The
cleanup
at
sites
in
Washington, Idaho, South C.arolina
aiKl New York is expected to cost
tens o f billions o f ilollars and take
decades.
Hut the he.id o f the cleanup pro
gram, Jessie Roberson, told congres
sional committees recently that the
department has no plans to spend
the S.3.S0 million earmarked for next
fiscal year — and probably will not
even ask C'ongress for it — unless it
is allowed to reclassify some o f the
radioactive waste to make disposal
easier and cheaper.
Sen. Patty Murniy, D-W ash.,
reminded her that some people have
characterized the department’s strat
egy as “blackmail” in an attempt to
get the federal nuclear waste law
changed and circumvent the federal
court
ruling.
The
Energy
Department is appealing that court
case, but would prefer C-ongress
change the law.
“They didn’t get their way in
court, so now they want the law
changed,” said Murray in an inter
view. “Everyone is for accelerated
cleanup as long as it’s done in a way
that protects workers’ safety, and we
dtwit rut corners*
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April

14th

and

expansion intention

15th

T w o sep arate proposals

f . Increase Health Services Fee
2. Increase A5I Fee supporting

student athlete scholarships
have b e e n a p p ro v e d fo r a s tu d e n t re fe re n d u m o n
A p r il 14th an d 15th
The following O pen Forums have been scheduled w here students can
ask questions and learn m ore about these tw o im portant proposals

Monday March 15,8:30-9:30 p.m.
Tiiesday March 3 0 ,8KH)-9:00 p.m.
Wednesday April 7 ,3:00-4dM) p.m.
Thursday April 8, 3:30-4:30 p.m.
Location: UU 220
A dditional inform ation including an objective statem ent, financial
analysis, pro and con statem ents, sample ballots, and polling tim es and
locations are n o w available on th e w eb, by clicking on th e link located
on C al Poly's h om e page (w w w .calpoly.edu).
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Townhouse Apartment Living for Students

Great Amenities...

□

Your Own Bedroom in 3*Bedroom Units
Bedrooms Can Be Furnished/Unfurnished
Fitness Center and Heated Pool
Computer Lab with FREE Internet Access
Recreation Center/BiUiards/Ping Pong
TV Lounge with 72" Big Screen and VCR
Walk to Shopping Center and Restaurants
On SLO City Bus Route
Convenient 9.5 mo or 11.5 mo Leases
Reduced Noise Hours After 10PM
CPA Discount of 5%-10% for Superior Grades
Full-time Maintenance Department
24 Hour Staffing for After-Hours /Assistance
NEW! Credit Card Payments Now Accepted
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LOS ANC'.ELES (Al») — Wal- pute by Southern Ckilifornia grocery
Mart officials said Wednesday the workers focused unabashed public
retailer remains undeterred from its criticism by the workers’ union and
goal o f expanding its business in the supermarkets against Wal-Mart.
That sentiment lingers in unionCalifornia, despite a string o f set
backs and potential hurdles at the strong areas o f the state and remains
hands o f union-backed opposition an intluential issue with many elect
ed officials. In Los Angeles and other
groups and some elected officials.
The worlds largest retailer spent municipalities city officials are con
more than $1 million to try to sway sidering or have passed ordinances to
residents in the Los Angeles suburb block the warehouse-sized stores.
“There is something brewing
o f Inglewood to approve its ballot
initiative clearing the way for a new here, which is about holding WalMart accountable,” said Madeline
store, but it lost the vote.
Tuesday s defeat represents at least Janis-Aparicio, executive director o f
the second time a majority o f voters the Los Angeles Alliance for a New
in a California community has Economy, which helped lobby resi
blocked W al-M art’s efforts. Last dents o f Inglewood to reject the
month, residents in San Marcos, out Wal-Mart ballot initiative.
“The effort to stop them cold has
side o f San Diego, forced a referen
dum on a City Council decision to not been successful. The effort to
approve a new Wal-Mart store, and hold them accountable is gathering
steam,” Janis-Aparicio said. “They’re
ultimately overturned it.
O n Wednesday, the company in California, but they’re not in
downplayed the outcome o f the firmly with both feet.”
Despite opposition, Wal-Mart has
Inglewood vote, saying it would not
affect its strategy to open 40 o f its managed to gain some ground in
hybrid grocery store and Wal-Mart California.
In Calexico and Contra Costa,
Supercenter stores in California over
Wal-Mart was able to organize a ref
the next four-to-six years.
“We’ve got a lot o f things going erendum on ordinances passed to
on in the state. Inglewood was not block its expansion and succeeded m
our only interest,” said Hob turning the vote in its fivor. In
McAdain, Wal-Mart’s vice president Alameda C'ounty, the company
o f corporate affiiirs. “That program merely threatened a referendum and
continues moving forward ... I don’t county officials rescinded an ordi
see this deterring us from reaching nance also aimed at stifling new
developments by the retailer.
our goal.”
Last month, Wal-Mart opened its
C'ritics o f Hentonville, Ark.-based
Wal-Mart Stores Inc. say the compa first Supercenter location m the
ny’s stores, particularly its roughly desert city o f La Quinta. I he dis
2(K),(»00 square-foot Supercenters, counter has also won the go-ahead
lead to jammed roads and worsen to open two others this fall in
suburban sprawl. Others, specifically Hemet and Stockton. And the city
labor unions, s.iy Wal-Mart stores o f (lilroy has also approved the
only create low-benefit, low-wage opening o f a Supercenter, .McAdam
jobs and its low prices drive smaller said.
In Inglewood, the company
competitors out o f business.
The company rejects those criti decided to appeal to voters directly
cisms, saying its stores help drive with its own ballot initiative after
competition to the benefit o f con the C'ity C\nincil last year blocked a
sumers and help attract other busi proposed shopping center, which
would have included both a tradi
nesses, which leads to more jobs.
Wal-Mart has faced steady oppo tional Wal-Mart and other stores.
But despite collecting more than
sition throughout the United States,
and California has been no excep 1(),(MH) signatures to force the vote,
tion, particularly since the company 7,049 votes w'ere cast against the ini
announced in 2002 its intention to tiative and 4,575 in favor.
“ It would have been a great win
expand its Supercenters here.
“We have challenges across the for them, but I don’t think it’s by any
country, but I would say that it’s per means a crippling loss,” said Ken
haps more pronounced here in Walker, regional director at Kurt
Salmon Associates, a retail consulting
California,” McAdam said.
The 4 1/2-month-long labor dis company.
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College
April Fools’
new spapers
not suffered
lightly
Dan Nephin
ASSOCIATED PRESS

P IT T S B U R G H
—
Being
funny without being offensive is
tough to do, which is why college
newspapers that publish April
Fools’ Day editions often end up
paying for it.

Three student publications that closed T he Aquinas for parodying
put out spoofs this year — those at Mel Gibson’s “T he Passion o f the
C arnegie
M ellon
University, Christ,’’ college administrators and
the University o f Scranton and the Georgetown University, a fellow
University o f Nebraska at Omaha Jesuit institution.
— know all too well.
T h e Gateway, the Nebraska
Carnegie M ellon’s paper. The paper, apologized for its four-page
Tartan, voluntarily shut down for edition titled T he Ghettoway. One
the rest o f the semester after pub story, with the headline “Ciateway
lishing a racially charged cartoon cameras stolen during weekend,”
in its 12-page spoof edition. The was written by O no Udidn.
cartoonist lost his jo b , and the edi
Another fake byline: M indjo
tor in ch ie f— who blamed fatigue Bidness. T he news editor, who is
for clouding editors’ judgment — black, told T he Gateway for a story
is taking a leave o f absence until Tuesday that she thought the con
fall.
tent was representative o f pop cul
About 75 readers protested ture in general.
Carnegie-M ellon’s T he Natrat —
T he NAACP, the Urban League
Tartan backward — which includ and many community members
ed a depiction o f female genitalia filed complaints with Nebraska’s
and poems about rape and mutila chancellor. Nancy Belck told T he
tion. T he school is forming a com  Gateway: “ 1 find
it
(The
mittee to investigate.
Ghettoway) offensive, and we will
University o f Scranton officials not tolerate it on this campus.”

Nader calls for Bushë Impeachment
In a second call for the president’s
impeachment, 2000 Green Party
presidential nominee accuses Bush of
deceiving Americans over war in Iraq
Maura Kelly
ASSOCIATED PRESS

C H IC A G O — Independent presidential candidate
Ralph Nader called Tuesday for President Bush to be
impeached for “deceiving the American people night
after night after night” about U.S. involvement in Iraq.
“When you plunge our country into war on a plat
form o f fabrications and deceptions, and you bring
back thousands o f American soldiers who are sick,
injured or dead, and that war is unconstitutionally
authorized to begin with. President Bush’s behavior

qualifies for the high crimes and misdemeanor
impeachment clause o f the Constitution,” the 2000
Green Party presidential nominee said to applause ftom
about 200 students at Columbia College Chicago.
Nader said President Clinton was impeached for
“far less o f an offense.”
“Lying under oath is not a trivial offense, but it can
not compare with deceiving the American people
night after night after night on national television,
staging untruths and rejecting the advice o f his advis
ers,” he said.
M errill Smith, a spokeswoman for Bush’s re-elec
tion campaign, declined to comment.
Nader previously called for Bush’s impeachment
during an anti-war rally March 20 in the president’s
hometown o f Crawford, Texas, to mark the first
anniversary o f the U.S.-led invasion o f Iraq.
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are other cases o f women attempting
the same thing, but none they could
find in which the mother and child
survived.
The woman, 40, lived in a dirt-floor
house with no electricity or running
water and had previously lost a baby
during childbirth, the authors said.
She was alone when she went into
labor, and fearing the same thing
would happen when it appeared child
birth was not progressing, she decided
to perform the crude C-section. She
drank three snoall glasses o f hard liquor
first to numb the pain, he said.
“Rather than experience fetal death
in utero again, she used her skills at
slaughtering animals,” thé report said.
The nurse stitched up the woman’s
abdomen with an ordinary needle and
thread, and the mother and baby were
taken to a hospital in the Mexican state
o f Oaxaca.

ASSOCIATED PRESS

C H IC A G O — A woman in
Mexico cut open her own womb with
a knife and delivered a healthy baby
boy in her rural home when problems
developed during labor, doctors
reported in a medical journal.
The woman and her son, her ninth
child, both survived despite an eigjithour car ride to the nearest hospital
and a wait o f several hours once she
got there, said co-author Dr. Rafael
Valle, a Northwestern University
obstetrician who learned about the
case from a colleague.
“She was asked, 'Why did you do
that? Do you know you could have
died?’ She said, 'Yes, but I wanted to
save my baby,”’ Valle said Wednesday.
He added: “This is heroic to me.”
The authors o f the report said there

Roy named ‘Citizen of the Month’
LAS VEGAS (AP) - IllasionLst Roy
Horn remained at home, recovering
fiom a near-fatal tiger-mauling, while
the Las Vegas City Council honored
him Wednesday as “Citizen o f the
Month.”
Mayor Oscar Goodman presented
the proclamation to “Siegfried & Roy”
show manager Bernie Yuman, calling
Horn “a great entertainer and a great
conununity paitner.”
“1 wish he was with us today,”
Goodman said. “But he’ll be with as in
the future.”
Yuman said in an interview that the

59-year-old entertainer was improving
daily and expects to be able to make
public appearances by early September.
“Roy’s cognitive skills are perfect,
and he’s as handsome and dynamic as
ever,"Yuman said. “Love and prayer is a
big part o f the reason he’s thriving, and
we thank all o f you for that.”
Co-star Siegfried Fischbacher was
unable to attend the ceremony.
The “Siegfined & Roy” show at The
Mirage hotel-casino was shut down
after Horn was attacked by a white
tiger during an Oct. 3 performance.
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empassioned EXPRESSION
Art and design senior Sabiha Basrai has channeled her disapproval of U.S. foreign policy into an art exhibit
at the UU Gallery STORY BY CARRIE MCGOURTY PHOTO BY NATHAN CASWELL
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Political Art

Artist uses work to take strong stance against U.S. foreign policy
A photo o f a burned tlag, stars and
stripes charred by the tlanies o f an
artists anger, lingers beneath free
verse poetry harshly criticizing the
war in Iraq. T he piece is small, but
the implications are large.
Although the symbol o f a burned
tlag has historically been used to
denounce America, the artist says it
is her love for America and democ
racy that inspired her to take such a
radical stance.
“I hope to inspire people to think
about what’s happening in Iraq
instead o f blindly accepting what’s

display in the University Union
Gallery from April 12 through May
4. As part o f her senior project,
Basrai created 15 pieces that she said
she hopes will bring awareness to
the impact o f U.S. foreign policy on
the Middle East.
“Her work is very striking, force
ful and effective at getting the mes
sage across o f showing the need for
peace and the horrors o f war,” said
Clayton W hitt, a social sciences
senior and co-director with Basrai
for the Progressive Student Alliance.
In other illustrations, Basrai por
trays young Iraqi children who suffer from
leukemia as a result o f
I hope to inspire people to think
the depleted uranium
about what^s happening in Iraq
weapons used by the
United States in the
instead o f blindly accepting what's
Persian GulfWar.
going on.
5?
T he
source
of
-S A B IH A B A S R A I
Basrai’s art is derived
A rt and d esign sen io r
from her experience
as an activist and the
information
she
going on,” said Sabiha Basrai, the art received from humanitarian groups
and design senior who created the stationed in the Middle East, she
piece.
said. Voices o f the Wilderness, a
The illustration is part o f a series group that brings books and medi
o f Basrai’s art entitled “Art for the cine to Iraq, and lraqbodycount.com
Peace Movement” that will be on provided Basrai with the informa

tion and inspiration
.
-A'V.
to document the
effects
of
the
United States in
other parts o f the
world.
“ I’ve met and
worked
with
activists from Iraq,”
Basrai
said.
“I
understood
what
was happening and
I felt compelled to
paint portraits.”
Basrai said her
Muslim
religion
also influenced her
art. There is a strong
connection to Iraq
and Islamic reli
gious sites influenc
ing her to stay
informed
during
the 12-year gap
COURTESY PHOTOS
between the Persian
The pieces of Sabiha Basrai’s ’’Art for the Peace Movement” exhibit caiis atten
G ulf War and the
tion to the United States’ invoivement in other nations’ affairs.
U .S.-led
occupa
Bethlehem; if Bethlehem was being She was very involved with “United
tion o f Iraq, she said.
“I feel a religious connection to bombed I’m sure Christians would We Heal,” a student art exhibit that
that country even though I’m not be very interested about what was addressed the United States’ han
dling o f post-Sept. 11 Afghanistan.
Iraqi,” said Basrai, who grew up in happening.”
But Basrai said she does not want The purpose o f the show was to
M ountain View. “An equivalent
would
be
Christians
visiting to bombard the average Cal Poly raise awareness and support for the
center
in
Kabul,
student with a children’s
didactic politi Afghanistan.
cal
message.
“She is an extremely passionate
Instead,
she and talented young woman,” said
c o m b i n e s Susan Currier, the associate dean o f
graphic design the College o f Liberal Arts, who has
with research known and worked with Basrai
and inform a since she came to Cal Poly in 2000.
tion to convey a “She’s done more already than many
critical view o f others have done in their lifetime.”
U.S.
foreign
During her time at C'al Poly,
policy to her Basrai has been an active leader in
peers, she said.
the PSA, organizing protests and
“T he visual designing and distributing informa
communication tion, Whitt said.
medium is a
Basrai was the recipient o f the
very powerful “ Mothers for Peace Scholarship,” an
tool,” Basrai
award given to a student who
said.
“W hen worked for social change.
students walk
Basrai interned at Design Action,
away, I hope a design firm in Oakland whose
they think ana clients are all non-profit or who are
lytically about trying to achieve “peace or social
(the war) and justice.”
know why they
An opening reception for the “Art
believe
what for the Peace Movement” show will
they believe.”
be held April 12 at 7 p.m. in the U U
T hrou ghou t Gallery, located upstairs in the
her
artistic
Epicenter. For more information,
career,
Basrai call (805) 756-6119.
has united art
“Be prepared to see something to
with activism see,” said Michael Miller, an associate
to demonstrate professor in the department o f art
her sense o f and design. “She’s got something to
social justice. say.”
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New artist finds broader fanbase, open minds on tour
Joe Firstman doesn’t care if
you get his music; he’ll play it
anyway
Leah Mori
MUSTANG DAILY

*

Fifteen seems to he Joe Firstman’s
number, as his debut album “The
War o f Women,’’ contains 15 tracks
and is the same number o f relation
ships he claims to have had with
women.
“I would definitely say that is a
war o f women,” Firstman said o f his
relationships. “ I chose the name o f
my record because it’s a tongue-incheek way to put a heading on the
silly games boys and girls play.”
Not concerned with following
trynds, Firstman classifies his album
as “old-fashioned throw-back hill
billy ro ck ’n’ roll.”The musician per
forms Friday night at the R e c
Center with Michelle Branch as
part
o f the Virgin
C ollege
Mega Tour.
W hile growing up, Firstman was
influenced by Elton Jo h n , T he
Beatles and his mother, an opera
COURTESY PHOTO
singer who exposed him to classical
A self-proclaimed ""traditionar songwriter, Joe Firstman opens for
music. These performers remain
Michelle Branch Friday night.
influential in Firstnian’s career
today.
him in his career today.
already been accustomed to per
“(My music is) traditional, real
“I think anyone with the drive to forming in various barrooms and
music,” Firstman said. “It’s not based better themselves as a musician clubs, he was not overwhelmed at
on style or coolness.”
should have picked an instrument all.
W hile Firstman says he can play up at a young age,” Firstman said.
“ It’s like work,” Firstman said.
any instrument badly, he plays the
Firstman began performing at an “ I’m working to sell out Shea
piano, guitar and occasionally the early age, when he and his brothers Stadium. I feel like 1 have more
drums while in concert. His piano put shows on for their father and his work to be done.”
skills come naturally; he had no friends.
Touring with Michelle Branch
lessons while growing up, although
The first time he stepped on a has been strange for Firstman
he believes it could have benefited real stage at a big concert, having because o f a difference in demo

graphics. iie
He said
said he
he feels
feels his
hismusic
music Singer/Songwriter
graphics,
Singer/Songwriteroof fthe
theYear
Yearatatth(
the
is a little more mature than Branch’s Los Angeles Music Awards in 2001
fans are used to but says crowds have and signing a record deal with
Atlantic Records in 2002. He pre
been good to him and his band.
miered
with his “Wives Tale” EB,
Firstman is unfazed about being a
virtually unknown artist playing on which was released in March 2003,
such a large tour; the Virgin (College and in August 2003 released “The
Mega Tour will stop in 18 major War ofW om en.”
He has opened for Sheryl C/row
markets across the country m two
and played at Radio Cnty Music
months.
Hall in New
“You just go out
York. Fie also
and play the best you
c
ollaborated
can,” he said. “It’s just
Virgin C o lley MegaTour
with songwriter
another day in the
MICHELLE BRANCH, ROONEY,
Bernie Taupin
office like it would
JO E FIRSTMAN
on two songs,
be
for
(anyone).
including “Tin
Friday, 7 rm. at the Rec Center
Hopefully
(my
C^ans and Tear
music) will touch “ Tickets: $25 general admission
Drops,” which
someone. If not,
ALSO THIS WEEKEND...
was
written for
they’re too stupid to
an
upcoming
PunkVoter Tour
understand it.”
W
illie
Nelson
The greatest suc
NOFX,
ALKALINE TRIO,
<
album.
cess in Firstman’s life
/ ' a u t h o r it y ZERO AND JELLO
Firstman has
thus far has been 'BIA FR A
•
/
more goals for
putting his songs
;
S
aturday
,
6
rm
.
at
the
R
ec
the future.
together and finish
sf Center
“T h ere’s too
ing the record.
: Tickets: $18 general admission
much
more
“ It’s a record that
work
to
be
anyone in any part o f
the world can pick up and buy,” done,” he said.“ ! don’t want to bask
in glory until 1 feel like I’ve gotten
Firstman said.
Firstman is proud o f his accom to where 1 want to be.”
In the next 10 years, Firstman
plishments so far, having traveled to
Los Angeles from his North would like to sell out Shea Stadium
Carolina home at the age o f 20 in and sell 30 million records.
“Sometimes goals are lofty,” he
order to pursue his music career and
said.
“ 1 just work my ass off and let
make a name for himself.
When he arrived in Los Angeles, the road take me where it’s going to
take me.”
he experienced culture shock.
Firstman will make his appear
“1 had to struggle, hustle, cheat
ance
at Cal Boly on April 0. The
and steal,” Firstman said.
His efforts have paid off, as the concert begins at 7 p.m. Tickets are
24-year-old went from playing in S25 and are available through
barrooms and clubs to being named Vallitix.

Tattoo clothing: Now getting ink done doesn’t have to hurt
Doris Dadayan

tooed doc*sn’t mean that you can’t
t h e COLUMBIA CHRONICLE (COLUMBIA COLLEGE)
appa-ciate it. or at least adorn some o f
the artwork,” Tinsley' said. “And if it’s
C/HK;ACiO — Yeah, the tough put in such a w.iy that you can wear it,
guys in Hollywcxxl am haal-com and even better.”
all — with their wounds, scars, burns
Tinsley, the founder o f Tinsley
and bruises from some m.ijor a.ss-kick- Transfers, a company that dtx's make
ing scenes — but when it comes to up effects and temporary tatttxis for
sutfenng for their art in the form o f film and television, wanted to ca*ate a
tattcxYs, it’s a dilfemnt story.
tattOAK'd kxjk in ckithing that actors
Christien Tinsley, the makeup and would just be able to slip into in a
tittix) artist for stars such as Vin I Tiesel, matter o f seconds — one that had tatBrad Bitt, Josh Hartnett and Jim UXYS on it and would kx>k like flesh.
C^aviezel, has bridged'a historic, cultur The line o f shirts fixTin there bec.-une
al tradition with the effects o f modern know'll as “graphic art clothing,” giv
style, cmating a kxik that has become ing the look o f a tattcxi without going
more popular ttxlay than any other under the needle. The idea then
time in history.
turned into Sleeves Original Tattcxi’d
“(Tattooed clothing is) not for Cdothing, which Tinsley launched four
everybody, but I think the people that years ago, where customers can order
it’s not for h.ave to undersUtnd that just tattcxied sheer tops that kxik like real
because you don’t want your IxYdy tat tattixis.

The original concept for the line, Tinsley and his co-workers worn courage which w'ere emblazoned
Sleeves clothing came from working the tops to Disneyland and other across only the most noble.”The com
as a makeup artist on the movie “Bear! places, aixl the idea turned out to be pany’s newest and most colorful addi
Harbor,” where the makeup and tat- just what the public w'anted.
tion, the “Full Brint.” “emulatc“s tradi
uxis in the film were cuts, wounds and
“We just got a m*al positive feed tional Japanese chest plates.”
The shirts aa- made to be worn
bruises for the war sequence, Tinsley back,” Tinsley s.u l 1 . “We h.td lots o f
said. While working on the set, an idea people just walking up s.aying,‘I wish I with nothing underneath, or with a
for a prototype o f the tatuxxxl shirt could find stxnething like that, whem* blouse or T-shirt over it. The sheerwas developed, after having to do did you get it. I'd love to get one for m.iterial shirts am $<^>0 and come in
numerous and tedious bxxJy details for my friend or I’d love to have one.’”
black, white and .isphalt.
While a lot o f the feedback has
actors.
The nuterial that the artwork is
“When you’re iloing the actor’s printed on is a ft)ur-way snetch, poly been positive. Tinsley mcognizi's that
(tattcx)s),it’s one thing to have the time ester spandex and is stronger than them am those w ho aa*n’t big fans o f
to apply ta ttL X is , but it’s another thing pantyhose but has similar sheerness. the tatUx) shirts.
to do thme other people’s tattoos who The shirts come in five designs for
“When it comes to true tittcxx'd
are stunmien, btxly doubles or stand- men and women:“Tribal # I,’’ which individu.ils, them’s a certiin amount o f
ins,” Tinsley said. “And from there, is “a mtxlern interpmtation o f past flak that (Sleeves Original Titttxi’d
other makeup artists started inquiring tribal tattooing,” “Tribal #2,” the Cdothing) gets for doing what w'e do,
mom about those kinds o f tattoos for “Dermagraphic,” a more colorful, Irecause the mal committed tattooist
their actors as a way o f keeping conti pop-cultua*-inspired design and the believes in the commitment o f the tat
“Japanese,” a shirt that “embodies too and the meaning behind it,”
nuity.”
To test out m'actions o f the clothing designs o f dragons representing Tinsley said.
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Wal-Mart is
invading the glob
al economy
Now that W al-M art has dominated North and South America, it is
moving toward taking over the rest o f the world.
As if 3 ,5 5 0 stores in the United States and sales o f nearly $259 billion
last year weren’t enough, W al-Mart has been trying its hand in the glob
al economy.
Wal-M art has been ranked No. 1 three years in a row in the Fortune
500 list, Fortune Magazine’s annual ranking o f Am erica’s largest compa
nies.
“ If it were its own economy W al-Mart stores would rank 30th in the
V orld, right behind Saudi Arabia,” reported Forbes magazine.
This once five-and-dime store has already expanded to many other
countries such as M exico, Europe and Japan with some success and a lot
o f failure. In M exico there are already 640 stores running productively.
However, W al-Mart was unsuccessful in Hong Kong and South Korea
after misreading local tastes and selecting unpopular locations.
Maybe “Wally World” doesn’t realize that not every culture in the
world wants to follow the likes and dislikes o f the United States. Some
cultures value custom-made quality more than cheap prices. N ot all cul
tures want to be able to get their groceries at the same time as their
shoes and car battery.
N ot all cultures are in as much o f a rush as the United States to get as
much done as possible in as small amount o f time.
“W al-M art has already put small m om-and-pop stores and even big
companies like FAO Schwartz
out o f business in the United
States. It will probably hurt a
lot o f businesses in other
In M exico there are
countries because they can’t
already 6 4 0 stores run
com pete,” civil engineering
ning productively.
senior Shalyce Irgens said.
However, W al-M art was
T h e company also has
many critics in the United
unsuccessful in Hon^States because they haven’t
Kon{f and South K orea
always accounted for overtime
after ntisreadinj^ local
properly and they liave. low
tastes and selecting unpop
wages on average.
ular locations.
Are they going to treat
their employees in otlier
countries fairly? T he regula
tions in other countries may
not be as strict, and therefore Wal-Mart will be able to get away with
more.
“W al-M art drives down wages for workers,” political science depart
ment head Phillip Fetzer said. “T heir policy is to pay as little as possible
to their employees. Worldwide there are many people who will be
needing jo bs and Wal-Mart will argue that they’re giving them the work
they need, even if they are paying them as little as possible.”
If a W al-Mart was built right here in San Luis Obispo, the same co n 
troversies would arise as when Home Depot went in. San Luis Obispo
prides itself on its hometown charm and friendly neighborhood busi
nesses. It doesn’t want to start putting in the “big box” stores like other
larger cities.
In Inglewood, C'alif.,W al-Mart was told by council members that they
could not build one o f their superstores because o f local ordinances.
However, the store decided to pass by these regulations and create an ini
tiative to let the people vote whether a Wal-Mart should be built.
“ It seemed rather pointless to go to the council when they said you
can’t build a store here. Why spend hundreds o f thousands o f dollars just
to be denied.” Wal-.Mart spokesman Peter Kanelos said.
Now Wal-Mart doesn't even have to go by regulations anymore —
they can just hold their own voting process to get another store built. If
they are able to do this in the United States, they will be able to do
much worse m other countries where legal guidelines are not as clear.

Letters

to

the

J-Spot only expose’s
James’ Inner freak’
I’m not a feminist, nor am I
offended by James Whitaker’s col
umn. I think it’s fun to see what
goes on in the mind of a male sex
columnist. But, does he really have
to refer to Cal Poly females as
women who “unveil themselves
like drunken debutantes, revealing
to the world their inner freak?” If
by “inner freak” he means wearing
Abercrombie skirts and Ugg boots,
then he would be describing
Spring Quarter women. However,
when he describes campus as a “sex
factory,” I come to the conclusion
that the only thing being revealed
this quarter is this guy’s inner freak,
not ours.
Tonya Strickland is a Journalism Junior.

Claims of who should
vote are over the top
This is in response to Holbus’
“ M T V prompts a voting test”
(April ,6) concerning how stupid
viewers and on-air personalities
M TV are.
First o f all, I agree. M TV is a
waste o f life. But concerning your
views on voting, I disagree. There
are a lot o f stupid people’out there
who are voting for the wrong rea
sons and are completely unin
formed. But your outrageous
claims about who should and
should not be voting are a little
over the top. Maybe you .should
move to Florida — I’m sure they
could.find employment for some
one who wants to block thousands
o f people from voting there.
Doesn’t it shame you to be associ
ated with a party that deliberately
blocked the vote fn>m thousands o f
African Americans simply because
they had similar names (by similar I
mean, similar first, last or middle) as
convicted felons?
Do you really think the majority
o f people who vote Republican are
voting on the issues? Just look at
the local situation: Mike Ryan
comes in and sells hamburgers to
get the vote out. I never heard any
thing about his take on the issues. I

L e t t e r s

Editor

walk over to Jim Patterson and he
doesn’t have the money for burg
ers, but he lists 10 reasons why
Mike Ryan shouldn’t be supervisor
and gives me a good reason why he
is running.
O ne last thing, Jon Stewart is
awesome. Although his show is
based on “fake news,” he doesn’t
present your typical “if it bleeds, it
leads” news show, and it’s actually
fun to watch.
Holbus, you’re in the wonderful
state o f California, and remember
that
Cali
traditionally
goes
Democrat, so your vote basically
counts for nothing. Keep that in
mind come November when we
unseat your “president.”
Julian Convin is an electrical engi-

Mustang Express
provides good service
neering sophomore.
I would like to say that Kristen
Davis’ letter
to
the
editor
(“ Changes needed at Mustang
Express” April 1) was troubling. I
have always found Mustang Express
an amazing place to get all o f my
copy center needs satisfied. 1 have
gotten stamps, envelopes and
resumes made there, and I have
seen other students get bindings
and all sorts o f things.
To answer her first question, the
cell phone company is a separate
entity than Mustang Express.
Mustang Express is funded through
Associated Students Inc. and the
revenue it produces. ASI has made
cuts to the Mustang Express budget
and prices have gone up to com
pensate. Considering the 20 cent
price difference on transpaa*ncies
and 1 cent difference on copies,
compared to Staples or Kinkos, it’s
well worth the price because it’s on
campus. Figure out the price o f gas
and your time to drive to the other
places.
I love going to Mustang Express
because o f its fun atmosphere and
awesome workers. I can’t count all
the times I h.ive seen droves o f stu
dents line up to get their pmsentations done at the last minute, and
the employees working tiadessly

until the projects were finished.
In closing, lighten up. It’s a great
little business run by college stu
dents for college students. So go
buy a phone and get some stuff
copied.
Ryan Lamb is a political science
senior.
*

Homosexuality was
stereotyped in letter
In response to Cristie Miller’s
letter,,(“Homosexuals don’t deserve
special rights” April t) I’m sad
dened that you make the allusion
that a person’s sexual orientation is
merely an attempt to differentiate
themselves, rather than a desire to
love someone else.
The fact that you seem to want
to generalize all homosexuals based
on the “Queer Eye” stereotype not
only disrespect gays but disrespects
yourself by believing in such igno
rance. How can you say you don’t
have a problem with homosexuali
ty yet go on to call it “unnatural?”
How can you say homosexuals are
not mistreated? The very fact that
they are a minority means they are
exposed to injustice on a certain
level. And as far as giving homosex
uals “special rights” (like allowing
them to marry the person they
love), please try to be less hysterical.
Less than 50 years ago, a similar
argument was made against racial
integration, yet that’s changed soci
ety for the better.
As tar as religious arguments
against gay rights, keep the follow
ing in mind:
1. If you’re going to make one
Bible argument, argue them all.
Why not permit slavery and
polygamy, since the Bible allowed
them?
2. Argue according to relevance.
Adultery is considered a far worse
crime — it’s even a command
ment. ( Î O rally against it befoa*
going after the “lesser evil.”
3. Finally, and most importantly,
why are you even using religious
arguments for state legislation?
Whatever happened to separation
o f church and state?
Rebeka Levin is a psychology Junior.
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Overworking obscenity Virginity: To sex
hard to pin down, but it probably
began with Bono. During a live
telecast o f the 2003 Golden Globe
Awards he said, “This is really, really f_------- brilliant.” (That was

including
“hyphenated
com 
pounds” as well as “verb, adjective,
1 was watching an NBA pregerund, participle and infinitive
game show on ESPN the other day
forms.”
when something surprising hapGerund? Where is my Diana
pened. During an interview, a exactly how the quote appeared on Hacker “Pocket Style Manual?”
coach expressed his opinion that CN N .com . 1 don’t see why so Let’s see here... “A gerund is a verb
sports journalists should not quote many letters need to be blanked form ending in -ing that functions
a source if the source “doesn’t have out. 1 would prefer the more popu as a...” Ah, screw it.
the balls” to identify himself or her lar “f-— ing” or the artistry o f the
There are eight banned words
self in print.
all-symbols approach: @$!&%^ or and phrases — words 1 would list
The coach’s comment wasn’t all even better, % @ $^& !#).
here were it not for Emerald stan
that surprising. What struck me was
In
O ctober
the
Federal dards. However, some o f the words
that ESPN bleeped out the word Communications
Commission are f-— , s-----, m other-f----- er, piss,
^“balls’’ during a basketball pre ruled that Bono’s use o f the f-word a—hole. Since combinations o f the
game show. They censored the was technically decent since he was words are also banned, you couldn’t
word “balls” during a ball game.
using it as an “adjective” to say “piss-hole” or the phrase popu
It is now official: The obscenity “emphasize an exclamation.” As lar with the kids these days: “mothpolice have gone too far.
Gene Weingarten would point out er-a— ing.”
Oh, sure. Censorship absurdity in The Washington Post Magazine,
We should learn two lessons
was rampant in the past. 1 can the FC C was wrong: Bono was from this madness. First, human
remember years ago when M TV actually using the word as an beings love to scapegoat rather than
a d v e r b , deal with real pmblems. Instead o f
not
an talking about the issues facing
Wliat struck me was that E S P N
adjective. America’s youth, we argue about
bleeped out the word % alls” during a
W hatever the word “piss.” Why isn’t Congress
basketball pre-game show. They censored the case, dealing with rampant child poverty
the word ^‘balls” during a ball game.
the FC C and homelessness, lack o f decent Kq u i c k l y 12 education and physical and sex
reversed its decision after it received ual abuse? These are the real issues,
would bleep out the word “pot.” nearly 2()0,0(M) complaints.
not the phrase “asshole” on televi
But MTV, despite its branding, has
That
wasn’t
enough
for sion.
never had a backbone — or balls, if Congress, so it developed legisla
The second lesson we should
you prefer — when it comes to tion called the Broadcast Decency learn is that we need more people
controversy. What we are witness Enforcement Act o f 2004 that younger than 60 in Washington,
ing today is a fundamental shift. would, among other things, dra because only somebody completely
Anti-cursing hysteria has gripped matically increase fines for on-air out o f touch with the 21st century
this nation’s broadcasters, and it is indecency. The House version o f could think young people care
going to get worse before it gets the bill passed with a .391-22 bipar about the amount o f bad language
better.
tisan vote. Soon the Senate will on TV.
Not even Christ is safe. ABC vote on its version o f the bill.
How about focusing on the
bleeped out the word “Jesus” when
In order to close any linguistic amount o f bad television on TV
it was recently taken in vain on loopholes, the bill lists eight words first?
“The View.” And it wasn’t even and phrases that are always punish
used as an expletive.
able if broadcasted regardless o f David Jagernauth is a writer for the Oregon
What started all o f this? Well, it’s context or grammatical form. Daily Emerald at the University of Oregon.

Commentary

S a v e th e m u s ic by sh a rin g it
Commentary
Mistrust o f most capitalist
enterprises pervades the opinion
columns o f college newspapers
everywhere, so why stop here?
Lies and contradictions have
pushed many people to take the
proverbial dumpster-dive toward
truth, but the truths they find
aren’t much different from news
paper headlines and by the time
they enter idle conversation, they
are usually distorted. Music fol
lows a similar course, flowing into
people’s minds and creating new
ideas and feelings — many o f
which bear no resemblance to the
original ideas behind them. The
free downloading o f music has
become the scapegoat o f a failing
music industry populated by peo
ple who listen to music while
hearing only the sound o f cash
registers.
In the early days music sharing
was simple. When I was in seventh
grade, my m other lashed out
against my cassette tape o f
Nirvana’s In Utero with a flagrant
flail o f a hammer mighty enough
to make both T h o r and the
Federal
Com m unication
C'ommission proud. To be sure, if I
couldn’t own it, then I could
download enormous “wave” files
with my dial-up connection. I was
sticking it to the man, as the saying
goes, or the woman in this case.
MP3s were created next, and

spent hours searching for Steven as Soulseek now offer esoteric
Jesse Bernstein’s creepy poetry and independent and electronic music
ska band records which would that can be downloaded with no
never touch a Best Buy aisle. No fear o f retaliation from the indus
longer were listeners confined to try. .
radio waves. No, this vast musical
Harvard has been getting a lot
landscape, made up o f obscure o f attention recendy for its study
record collections, was free for all on music sharing. Record compa
to hear and explore.
nies claim that people circumvent
After a few years o f whiny buying their recordings by down
heavy metal bands and corporate loading them for free, yet
radio tycoons, shots rang out from Harvard’s extensive study co n 
the
R ecording
Industry
o f cluded that it would take 5,000
America frontlines toward major downloads to equal the loss o f one
file-sharing
programs.
T he C D purchase. This may imply that
International
Federation
o f many people are hearing music
Phonographic Industries followed that would not normally have
in support when the file-sharing made it to them. It definitely
program Kazaa exploded on the implies that the blame does not
scene. Toddlers and elderly alike rest on file-sharing for the falling
were issued lawsuits for sharing profits o f the music industry.
copyrighted music. College kids Harvard’s reputation alone can’t
ran for the hills, and for a couple make this study a smoking gun for
o f days, not even a tumbleweed file-sharing advocates, but it serves
bounced its way through the as a step in the right direction.
Why not attack the cheap prices
servers o f Kazaa.
Today, the war has smoldered. If o f C D burners? Surely they could
Americans behave the way they’re account for a large part o f drops in
taught and run for loopholes record sales.
The relationship between tech
rather than resistance, the danger
o f being sued can be remedied by nology’ and business is a neversimply not sharing anything. Most ending evolution. Although the
files being shared are from users music industry didn’t ask for all
outside the United States, yet these recent changes, business is in
Americans most likely account for perpetual competition. In other
the majority o f music downloads . words, they should stop crying and
in the world.
actually do something useful about
Sure, now all that’s changed is it.
that the RIAA and big record
labels are resented more so than Joshua Curry is a writer for The Daily
•^ « e d *
iRiii<l»

or not to sex
Commentary
Unlike writing a weekly column for this fine publication, it doesn’t take a
towering genius to know that our society is obsessed with all things sex.
Pop culture is flush with sexual images, sounds, innuendo’s and undertone's.
This is the place where Janet Jackson’s saggy flapjack caases a national uproar,
where Christina Aguilera feels the need to show four inches o f booty crack just
to sell CDs and wherc Paris the Heiress becomes a global phenom due to four
minutes o f night vision hardcore. Flip to MTV, and college students the world
over are inundated with images o f Trishelle boning her roommates and spring
breakers grinding recklessly in foam. Magazines from Cosmo to Maxim use sex
ual imagery to convince us that certain brands o f beer, tennis shoes or suntan
lotion will traasform us from normal people into raging sexual carnivoros, invin
cible in our never-ending quest for sexual excess.
And for all its efforts, right or wrong, the fanfare over sex appears to be work
ing. Sex is everywherc. It’s in our newspapers, our movies, our music and in our
colleges. It’s even in Mustang Daily. It’s no small womler, then, that the va.st
majority ot college students are highly sexed, treating the four to seven years o f
college as an opportunity to learn the sex ropes, to add a few moves to our sex
ual repertoires and master the art o f probing, pinching
and pulling like a pro.
So with all this emphasis on the quality and quantity
o f sex in our lives, it’s actually quite amazing that there
exists an entire subculture o f people who actually
choose to not have sex at all. Hidden among us, laying
low among the foliage, they lurk and hide. We call them
... the viqfins.
Ironically, the virgin is as much a part o f sexual histo
ry as hookers, STDs and threesomes. From medieval
fairy' tales all the way back to biblical times, the viiy^in
has been epitomized as the souroe o f goodness and puri
ty in the world. Only in college does the viiyfin become
a recluse, a timid minority among the S() percent o f us
who hit skins at least once before graduating.
Sources o f viqfinity can oftentimes be elusive. Most
virgins attribute their chastity to roligion. While not an
expert on the topic, I think it has something to do vv-ith
the eternal damnation o f the soul and boiling forever in
the fires o f hell. That, or something to do with Jesus.
Lots o f non-religious people decide not to h.ive sex, as well. Whether it be a
well-founded fear o f crabs, severo sex ial detachment, performance anxiety or
even the desiro to sideline the roquisite emotional baggage, lots o f otherwise sex
worthy people aa- simply deciding to lay off the sex until finding the perfect s’irginity-kising moment. I tend to agree. Viiy;inits’ is one o f the C(X)k*st things a
person can give you; why waste it on a drunken trv’st on the bathax>m
fl(X')r?Take the drunken tryst upstairs and give it the a*spect it deservc*s.
For whatever reast>n a person decides to not have sex, it’s important to note
that virgins deserve their fair share o f a*spect for their decisions. After all, this is
America, where we are free to be as slutty or virginal as our litde hearts desire.
CX course, there aa* also such thing as involuntary virgins.These aa* the men
and women w’ho want to have sex but for whatever reastin can never seem to
stumble aeaxs any. And while the law o f averages dictates that even the most
hapless among us will fall ass backwards into some sex every once in a while,
these unfortunate souls survive deep into their 20s sex-fiee and filled with years
o f pent-up sexual energy. If there Ls one o f these people in your crew, the only
humane thing to do is make it your personal mission in life to get him or her
laid by any and all means neces.sary.
Another side effect o f the virgin phenomena is something I like to call the
“Blue Balk Marriagp.” Made famous by Nick Lachey and Jes.sica Simspon, the
“Blue Balk Marriage” is what happens when either the man or the woman
decides to wait until their wedding night to make sweet love for the first time.
In this situation, the victim mast actually decide between breaking up (the wise
move) or actually getting hitched. Unfortunately, while romantic, these situations
can lead to post-nuptial sex spats as the new couples could be sexually incom
patible in terms o f the frequency, variety and freak nastiness o f their sex lives.
Most guys will hardly take on a girlfriend without a test drive, so how aro you
supposed to take on a wife?
So Cal Poly, whether you’re a raging nyrrrphomaniac or a cros.s-Iegged puri
tan, it’s important to be proud o f your sexual decisions. Not all o f us aro stirdying on the same sexual curriculum. If you want to take up the collegiate pas
time o f sexing yourself out to the masses, that’s perfeedy fine. If you prefer to
save your sex les.sons urrtil later in life when the temptations arrd pitfalls o f col
lege sex have pas.sed, that’s OK, too. Plus, that leaves more sex for the rest o f us.

jsFO*

James Whitaker is a business senior and Mustang Daily columnist. He can be emailed at jwwceo@yahoo.com.

Mustang Daily needs a color
cartoonist.
The opinion section needs a splash o f color. If
Y O U can reliably contribute a weekly color cartoon,
brin^ <i sample with your name, phone number
.Hid e-mail adtlress to Laura in bld^. 26, room 226.
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B lurry line betw een
cam paigning and
governing for Bush
Nancy Benac
ASSOCIATED PRESS

WASHINC'.TON — The TVeasur\1)epartinent analyzes John Kerry’s tax
piTTposals and the numbers quickly
find their way to the Republican
National Ciommittee.The Health and
Human Services Hepartment spends
millions on ads promoting President
Bush's prescription drug plan. The
House Resources Ciommittee posts a
diatribe against Kerr\^’s “absurd” ener
gy’ ideas on its Web site.
With friends like these — all oper
ating at taxpayer expense — who
needs a re-election campaign?
In the time-honored tradition of
presidents past. Hush is skillfully using
the resources o f the federal govern
ment to pmmote his re-election. And
some critics say the president is going
far beyond his predecessors in using
government means to accomplish
political ends.
“What this administration has done
is taken trends from the past and then
pnijected them into the stratosphere,”
said Allan Lichtman, a presidential
sclu>lar at American University'.
“We've never seen a political opera
tion like this White House does, and
that includes the in,i.ximum use o f
gowrnment resources.”
Bush is flying Air Force C^ne to bat
tleground states at a clip that eclipses
even that o f President Cllinton, known
as a particularly pcilitical president. His
C^ibinet secretaries are ccwering atlditu)na! ground to spaxul good news
about the liush administration. Even
Secretary o f St.ite CatHii Powell, w ho
insists“! don't do ptilitics,” has chimed
in to cast Kerry as a flip-flopper on
jobs and to question his claim that
some world leailers quietly prefer the
I )emocratic presidential candidate
over Bush.
NX’ith the Flouse and Senate both in

Republican hands. Bush gets plenty of
help from (Congress, too.
The last president to have that
advantage at re-election time was
Jimmy Charter, and he was hardly a
favorite o f Democrats in C'ongress.
This year, congressional committees
have posted anti-Kerry commentary
on their Web sites. Senate Majority
Leailer Bill Frist, R-Tenn., was out
fmnt in attacking the credibility o f
Richard (darke, the former Bush
administration ofiicial who criticized
the president’s terrorism policies. And
House Speaker Dennis Hastert, R-Ill.,
reguiarly uses his daily chats with
reporters to critique “John Kerry ¿k
c:o.”
Some 1)emocrats, predictably, are
crying foul.
“This is the most say-anything, doanything-to-get-re-elected adminis
tration in history,” said Kerry cam
paign spokeswoman Stephanie Cutter,
adding that the administration has
“crossed the line” and gone beyoiul
what is accepuible.
Rep. Robert Matsui o f C'alifornia,
chairman
of
the
Democratic
Cdingressional Cdimpaign C?ommittee,
has
complained
that
House
Republicans abused taxpayer resources
to attack Kerry on an offici,il congres
sional Web site. Other 1)emocrats tried
to get the Medican* pa'scription drug
ads yanked tfom TV and asked the
Ceneral Accounting Office to exam
ine whether that was pmper use o f
taxpayer dollars.
1)oug Stisnik, who was White
House political director during
edinton’s a‘-election campaign, says
any incumbent president “would be
craz>’ not to take advantige o f all
opportunities o f incumbency to get
a--elected, but these guys have gone
off in areas that are way over the line
and 1 can't imagine that the American
public w ill fill for any o f it."
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Buy 1 month tanning at reg. price,
get 2nd month tanning free
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C r e d i t *CAr d s Ac c e p t e d

ORNIA ST. SLO CLOSE i o CAL POLY 541-5550'
1527 Grand Av e . Grover Beach 481-9675

Think You Can
Do Belter?
We dare you to try.

CPTV
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MUSTANG DAILY Ls looking
for a new Editor-in-Chief for the
2 0 0 4 '2 0 0 5 school year.

Fri. @ 5
Sun.@ 5:30

MUSTANG DAILY

Charter Communication
Channel 2

• You mast have two quarters tif Mustang Daily experience
• Submit a cover letter, resume, proposal and clips to
Andra Coberly by April 30tb

O ffic e : B ld g . 26 R m 226
P h o n e : 7 5 6 . 1796
Any questioas? lir Would like to sec .sample proposals?
Qmtact Andra: 756.1796

Sljc ycUl JJork Slimes
Crossword
ACROSS
1 Musically
detached; Abbr.
5 Capital
examiners,
briefly
9 Fairy tale
brother
14 Bleeper's targel
15 See 32-Across
16 Asian currency
17 Psychic’s
furniture?
20 Beast of burden
21 Gets a move on
22 Something big
in front of the
sofa?
26 Bowls
27 Laugh sound
28 Barrett formerly
of Pink Floyd
31 Madrid mousers
32 With 15-Across,
a noted London
theater

34 Chiang
___-shek
35 Vamooses
36 P lu s ___(theme
of this puzzle)
37 Big name in
sneakers
38 Richmond-toVirginia Beach
dir.
39 Breakfast item
40 “Left___own
devices ..."
41 Like a lobster
42 Ingredient of
black bottom
pie
43 One way to sort
a list
44 Savings of a
German opera
star?
47 Disinclined
50 Auxiliaries
51 Two features of
a hurried golf
game?

The least bit
Helen’s mother
180" turns,
siangiiy
Virile
Helen’s land
See 47-Down
DOWN
1 Covering for a
bald spot
___chi (martial
art)
Off-road goer,
for short
MexicanAmericans
Shinnies
Cartoonist’s
drawing
White,
informally
Sabbath msg.
Freezer locale
Buzz
___facto
Come across
1986 World
Series champs
Grannies
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Herr Schindler
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Call Kim Today For All of Your Housing Needs!
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Puule by Manny Nosowsky

30 Gas station
choice
32 Believer's belief
33 Way in Québec
36 Some early
20th-century
French artists
37 Matter of little
importance
39 Irascible

40 Supercompetifive
43 Down time
44 Dryly amusing
45 Having more
reason
46 Friendly term of
address
47 First resident of
61-Across

48 Ars longa____
brevis

Panel: 4:15 • 5:45pm Phillips Hall (PAC-Km 124)
Reception: 5:45 - 7:15pm Fisher Science (Rm. 285)
A panel of guest speakers will be speaking about how
they prepared to work in their current field, what their
work entails, and how they feel their career impacts
the environment on a daily basis.

;*ni»AL

49 Hunter of fiction
52 PC key
53 “If o n ly___
listened ..."
54 View finder?
55 Fig. in identity
theft

For answers, call 1-900-285-5656, $1.20 a minute; or, with a
credit card, 1-800-814-5554.
Annual subscriptions are available for the best of Sunday
crosswords from the last 50 years: 1-888-7-ACROSS.
Online subscriptions: Today's puzzle and more than 2.000
puzzles, nytimes.com/crosswords ($34.95 a year).
5hare tips; nytimes.com/puzzleforum. Crosswords for young
solvers: nytimes.com/learning/xwords
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CLASSI FI ED
HELP WANTED
Train to be behavior therapist. All
training provided to work w/child
w/autism. Educational and
behavioral program. 35 hrs/week,
weekends req. Internship poss.
Piano talent highly desired.
Arroyo Grande 904-9300
2 year commit.

Port San Luis Harbor is hiring
iifeguards for Aviia Beach.
High schooi grad with current
First Aid and CPR. Obtain apps
at Harbor Office, Pier Three,
Aviia Beach. Close date
4/8/04. For more Info
call 595-5425
Work in the Sierras this summer!
Jameson Ranch Camp seeks
mature students to work as
counselors at our self-sufficient
children’s camp. Need positive
role models who have at least one
teachable skill, ie: horseback
riding, lifeguards, mountain bikes,
etc. Rm, Bd, plus $2800/summer salary. Call 661-536-8888
for application or email
thejamesons®
jamesonranchcamp.com

SUMMER CAMPS
www.daycampjobs.com

Summer Sports Camp Counselors
Near Stanford. $72-$90/day
www.DecathlonSportsClub.com

HELP WANTED
Day camps seek summer staff
residing in the San Fernando or
Conejo Valleys $2800+
888-784-CAMP
\wvw. workatcamp.com

FUN - SUMMER
www.daycampJobs.com

MODELING JOBS
State & Nation Wide Auditions.
Promo, Catalog, Print. Trade
Shows & Runway
Position Available.
No experience required,
good opportunity for exposure.
EARN UP TO $300/DAY
Contract Jobs also Available.
Call 1-800-818-7520

Now hiring at Steve's ATVs
-People to shuttle quads to and
from beach, also instruct guests
on how and where to ride.
-Counter people to answer
phonees and customer service.
In person, no phone calls
1206 W. Grand Ave, Grover Beach
CMRG is actively looking for
research candidates who have
sprained an ankle. Ptease call
805-549-7570 within 48 hours of
injury for more information about
this research study of an
investigational medication. If
eligible, you will be reimbursed for
. your time and effort,

HELP WANTED

ANNOUNCEMENTS

Hardworking customer service
professionals wanted for high
volume mail order company.
Position involves stringing racquets
and taking phone orders. Benefits
and advancement opp.’s available.
Rexible hours and full training.
Apply at: Tennis Warehouse
747 Buckley Rd., SLO

Bartender Trainees Needed
Earn $100-$200/shift.
Int’l Bartender back in town one
week only. Day/eve. classes,
limited seating, call today
800-859-4109
www.bartendusa.la
Part and full time positions
available!

Models needed for 2005
swimsuit calendar. Call local
propeller mft. Piranha Props for
more info at 781-3848

GET YOUR CLASSIFIED AD IN
THE DAILY NOW!!

Camp Wayne for Girls
Children’s sleep away camp.
Northeastern Pennsylvania (6/188 / 1 5 / 0 4 i. If you have one of the
following specialties that you can
teach to our campers and want to
have a great experience contact

Considering Abortion??
Let’s Talk.
Maureen 805-238-7472
Tibetan Buddhist
Meditation and Dharma Teachings
with Lama Khedrub and
students. Ongoing on Wed.
evenings, 7-9 pm
See www.bodhipath-west.org
or call 528-1388, 528-2495
Need an extra $36,000 a year?
Vending route for sale
50 high traffic locations. Cost
$5.000. 1800-568-1392 or
www.vendingthatworks.com

US'

1800-279-3019 or apply online
www.campwaynegirls.com.
We provide salary, room, board,
and partial travel expenses. On
campus interviews April 16th.
Tennis, golf, gymnastics
swimming (W.S.I. preferred),
team sports, cheerleading, high
and low ropes, drama, videa
ceramics, batik, silkscreen, guitar,
jewelry, piano, aerobics, martial
arts, other positions:
Administrative/driver (21+),
Mother’s helper, nursing
students.

Cash paid for CDs, DVDs, Video
games. LPs and more
Cheap Thrills & Recycled
Records 712 Marsh Street,
San Luis Obispo

Attention: students who want to
gain skills to get hired!
The STC (Society for Tech Comm)
is meeting today, Thursday
April 8,11-12 in 22-218
All majors welcome!
FREE PIZZA!

RENTAL HOUSING
Secure housing now for fall!
Cozy 1 & 2 bedrms near Poly
COLLEGE GARDENS
544-3952
284 N. Chorro, SLOrentals.com
Large private room and bath, mini
kitchen, nice area. Los Osos
528-6199
3 bdrm., 1.5 bath, 2 car garage,
new appliances. $1600/m onth
234-3370

HOMES FOR SALE
Free list of all houses and
condos for sale in SLO call
Nelson Real Estate
546-1990 or email
steve@slohomes.com

LOST AND FOUND
Lost cell phone, silver and grey ver
izon wireless flip phone, model LGVX400. Contact James Vance at
swabbiejones@hotmail.com
Huge Reward if found, just huge,
bigger than your weekly allowance.
Please cal 555-9101

Place your classified now! Sell
your books, make an
announcement, whatever! Reach
the entire campus and
downtown! Call Christ! at 7561143 or submit one online at
www.mustangdaily.net
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The juice Big West’s opening day
is loose
FILE PHOTO

MUSTANG DAILY

Column
Dan Watson
MUSTANG DAILY

It is a subject that tlie media is devouring
entering the 2(M)4 Major League Baseball sea
son. It hurts like a best friend’s betrayal.
Barry Bonds always came through for me.
A confident, hulking athlete who seemed bet
ter than an easel-made superheixi. He was n."al;
he was a superhero to me.
Now, 1 don’t know what he is or what’s
real.
Unfcirtunately, steroid usage is the central
question o f the new baseball season.
I tracked down the C'al Poly baseball team,
the Big West’s offensive leader, in order to gar
ner opinion on the scandal.
No, 1 did not find heaps o f needles scattered
carelessly on the floor
and sticking suspiciously
out o f Cory Taillon’s
arms, I did not find Sam
“Herbie” Herbert juic
ing, nor did I discover
Dennis “The Duke”
Lei )uc popping ‘roids in
the corner.
And after watching
the pitching staff take
batting practice, a delight
that occurs if the team
wins five games in a row,
I was sure they weren’t juicing.
Steroids are unheard o f in high schtxTl,
rarely mentioned in college and a dis.igreeable
practice in the majors today.
Cdialon Tiege had his own views about use
in the majors.
“They should do something about it, put
an asterisk next to their records,” he said.“... It
seems like they’re beating around the bush
with anti-steroid policy. Football is re.illy stri«:t
and minor leagues are re.ally strict... 1 gut*vs
some guys feel they need that kick in the pants
to get them in the nujors.”
Asked if he thought Bonds and New York
Yankee j,ison Ciambi were on illeg.il sub
stances, his answer w.is quick and certain,
“Yeah.”
Lei )uc gave his own thoughts from a pitch
ing perspective.
“It’s not fair because everyone doesn’t do
it,” he said.
In a sport where one rung higher on the
bdder can mean the difference between thou
sands and millions, temptation is high for
many.
“It’s cros.sed my mind, I mean. I’ve thought
about it before. But there’s no way I could do
it,” Herbert said. “I don’t want to take that
chance with my body and I’m not that type o f
player anyway.”
Tiege commented, “I haven’t even used
Creatine.”
Taillon said,“It’s not the right thing to do, I
wcYuIdn’t do it.”
Rambles:
Cfoach Lee commented on LBS pitching
phenom jered Weaver saying he is having “the
best year o f any college pitcher in 20 years.”
That says a lot when you consider a guy
named M.irk Prior only recently left USC for
the Cubs... So if New York Giant Jesse Palmer
can be the Bachelor, then can the Raiders’
Warren Sapp be the next “My Big Fat
Obnoxious Fiance”?
M

The Mustangs
enter conference
play with the
third-best record
in the Big West,
behind
nationally-ranked
UC Irvine and
Long Beach
State. The
Mustangs lead
the Big West in
team batting
average.
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Cal Poly opens conference
play today against UC
Riverside Highlanders

deep in starting pitching and a good place to start.
both have ERA s below three.
some o f the best pitchers on the
Weaver, simply said, is tleciT he Mustangs will also have to
West Coast are the best in the mating the league with nine wins face the offense o f Nick Salotti
country.”
in nine tries, a 0.84 E R A and who has batted .402 in 28 games
T he proof is in the statistics. chilling 100 strikeouts.
with six home runs.
Dan Watson
Compare the current conference
He has helped continue what
Fullerton, who is second in the
MUSTANG DAILY
overall standings with the team has become one o f the most conference in overall offense to
It isn’t sexy, but then again, this pitching leaders, and they’re eeri glamorous rivalries in college Cal Poly, is led by Kurt Suzuki
ly similar.
baseball — Long Beach State (.405), the only other conference
isn’t a pageant — it’s baseball.
T he top three teams in the versus Cal State Fullerton. These player batting above .400.
As Big West Conference base
standings
—
two teams surely
U C SB is led by Greg Powers,
ball approaches, it looks like the
No.
20
U
C
will present a for Northridge by the power o f John
long ball won’t win the confer
Preconference records
Irvine,
No.
midable roadblock Voita (seven home runs) and
ence title by itself. Instead, pitch
8
Long
for Cal Poly at the Irvine by Jordan Szabo and Matt
ing seems mandatory.
School '
W-L-T
Beach
State
top o f the stand Fisher.
Thus far, Chil Poly has shown it
1. UC Irvine (No. 10)
20-6-1
and
Cal
ings. T he two teams
And C'al Poly isn’t without it
has some firepower behind the
2.
LBSU
(No.
11)
20-8
Poly
—
are
have
won
the
con
share
o f offensive stars.
pitching rubber and has a chance
3. Cal Poly
28-12-1
also
the
top
ference
title
13
out
Cdialon T ie tje ’s hot bat hasn’t
to compete with two national
4. UCSB
20-10
three
in
o
f
the
last
14
years.
showed
any sign o f cooling down
powerhouses — Long Beach
team
ER
A
.
5. UC Riverside
20-13
This
year
as he leads the team in batting
State and UC' Irvine — for the
M
ore
or
though,
the
parity
6.
Cal
S
t
Fullerton
16-16
average (.391) and leads the Big
rights to be crowned conference
less,
the
rest
is
greater.
T .P k IBc
lS-15
West in hits (59), doubles (16)
champs.
o
f
the
“
From
top
to
8.
Cal
S
t
Northridge
13-18
and is third in R B Is (37).
T he Mustangs dive into con
bottom ,
this
is
Ex-Cuesta Cougar Brandon
ference pl.iy this week with a s t a n d i n g s
follow
the
probably
the
best
SUtistic«l leaden
three-gam e
series
at
UC
R oberts isn’t far behind, batting
it’s ever been,” Lee .363 with a conference-leading
Riverside starting today and E R A theosaid. “ M ore than 21 stolen bases. C ory Taillon
coming o ff a six-game sweep o f ryIndMdiHds
T
h
e
sta
half the teams have
Hawai’i Hilo. It is at the tail end
bats .346, and Sam Herbert hits
EM: 0J4 — Jvad WM«er (IBSU)
tistics
don’t
a shot at winning a
o f a treachomus 19-o u t-of-22
.3 6 2 , which gives Cal Poly four
BA: .405 — Kurt Sm U (CSUF)
tell
the
conference title.”
road stretch.
o f the conference’s top 14 bat
Starting for U C
T he key has not only been an whole story
ting leaders in conference.
Irvine is pitcher
explosive offense — which has though. Cal
N o te s: Cal Poly is currently
E M 2.13 — Lot« Beach Stale
Chris Nicoll with a
been amazing in itself — but a S t a t e
ranked 44th in the nation by the
M J17 — CalPo^
1.58
ERA
and
pitching staff anchored by starters Fullerton, a
Sports W eekly/ESPN Coaches
Brett Smith with a
Jonathan Fleming, Garrett Olson yearly pow
2.30 E R A .
Long Division 1 poll ... Flem ing is
and Jim m y Shull and the relief e r h o u s e ,
not expected to pitch in this
work o f N olan M oser and may have a bad record and aver Beach State also throws out
w eek’s series and is questionable
Dennis LeDuc - the later recent age E R A , but it remains a con pitcher Cesar Ram os every third
tender hidden behind a rough to fourth start; he sports a 1.77 for the team ’s following series
ly shining in a starting role.
against Pacific due to tenderness
Offense has been important preconference schedule, which E R A and five wins.
U C S B is led by pitcher around his elbow, l^epending on
for Cal Poly, who ranks first in included No. 1 Stanford, No. 2
Michael M artin’s 3.18 ER A and circumstances, freshman right
the conference in batting average Texas and Arizona.
So who are the pitchers to eight wins.
Pacific by Alex hander Gary Daley or M oser'
(.317) but to keep up with the
top teams it will need to pitch watch out for as conference Graham and Fullerton by Mike have been named as possibilities
comes?
to start in his place ... Lee
Martinez.
well to win.
Jered Weaver o f Long Beach
Cal Poly can expect to face intends to keep LeDuc as a
“ Starting
pitching
means
State
—
who
has
garnered
two
strong
pitchers
from reliever in order to use him two
everything in the Big West,”
to three tim es during each
coach Larry Lee said. “T he National I’layer o f the Week Riverside this weekend.
honors
five
times
this
season
—
is
AJ
Shappi
and
John
Martinez
upper-echelon teams are very
series.
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M Golf (7th place) @ B ite/Pacific Intercollegiate

W Tennis vs. UC Riverside

Travis Bertoni - won individual title (213, -3)

thurs., aprii 8,1 p.m.

W Golf (4th place) @ CSUN Spring Invitational
Rebecca Norris - 11th place (157, +15)

M Track & Field (2nd place) vs. Cal-Nev Meet
Cal Poly - five first-place finishes

W Track & Field (4th place) vs. Cal-Nev Meet
Cal Poly - three first-place finishes

M Tennis (2) vs. Pacific (5)
Nick Tracy. Travis Cravrford - won matches

Baseball @ UC Riverside
thurs.-sat., aprii 8-10,

Softball vs. UC Riverside
thurs.-sat., aprii 8-10,

W Tennis vs. Long Beach State

l o i l . i v ’s O i i i ' s t i o i i
Who holds the course record at Augusta National,
site of this week’s Masters?
Yesterday V answer: April 8, 2001. Congratulations
to Zachary Lelevierjoseph . Brett G. Habar and Bafaa
Bojangles!

thurs., aprii 8,1:30 p.m.

Track & Fieid ® Jackie Joyner Invitationai
sun., aprii 11,1 p.m.

Sp«>rts editor Sean Martin e.in be reached at 7Sf>-1706 or
mustangdailysports^^yalioo.i oin

